LAKE OLATHE AQUA PARK RULES AND REGULATION

- Max occupancy 50 users
- Weight limit 300lbs
- Must be 48 inches or taller to use
- Coast Guard-approved life jacket is required
- Swimwear with exposed zippers, buckles or metal ornamentation is not permitted
- Boisterousness, profanity and roughness is prohibited on the Aqua Park
- No flips or head-first entries
- No swimming under the Aqua Park
- If you fall off the park, climb back on at the closest entry
- Keep the end of the slides clear
- Max of two people on a slide at a time
- Slides must be ridden feet first on your backside
- Pregnant women or persons with heart conditions or back trouble should not use the Aqua Park
- Management reserves the right to review, change, and establish rules as deemed necessary
- Report all injuries to a lifeguard or management on duty